
The ACTS Method of Prayer 
 

One of the better known methods for praying is called ACTS.  It is a 
mnemonic device (a memory aid) that uses the name of the fifth book 
of the New Testament as a way to pray.  The acronym stands for the 
following: 

• A--Adoration 
• C--Confession 
• T--Thanksgiving 
• S--Supplication 

The prayer begins with Adoration.  We have lost much of the 
language that early believers used to express their adoration for 
God.  For modern people, I think it is much easier to envision 
something awe-inspiring--a beautiful sunset, the Grand Canyon, a 
beloved person--and address God in those terms, expressing your 
love for the One who created all. 

Next, the prayer turns to Confession.  We confess our sins and 
shortcomings to God not because He doesn't know what we have 
done (or failed to do).  Rather, we call them to mind so that we are 
aware of what in us needs forgiveness.  Over time, we begin to 
realize the patterns of sinfulness in our lives and, hopefully, begin to 
turn from those actions to a more holy life. 

After confession, we give our Thanksgiving to God.  We can always 
begin by thanking God for Jesus Christ and the forgiveness of 
sins.  We can then turn to all those things for which we are 
grateful.  Rather than once a year, we are reminded daily to offer God 
our gratitude for all that He provides for us. 

Finally, we turn to Supplication, where we ask God for what we need 
and what we want.  Only after adoring God, examining our 
shortcomings, and giving thanks is our heart ready to seek what it 
desires from God.  With a heart that has been cleansed and 
strengthened by the preceding parts of the prayer, we can boldly ask 
God to meet our needs and our desires, both for ourselves and for 
others. 



The ACTS method thus gives us a method of prayer that begins with 
focus on God before turning to ourselves.  It has us show our thanks 
and our regret before seeking our own desires.  It helps us to move 
toward a more holy life and a deeper relationship with God and His 
Son.  Like the Lord's Prayer, the ACTS method is simple but powerful 
and is useful for new Christians and experienced people of prayer 
alike.	  


